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From the President: The calendar says that fall is officially here. The 

trees are changing colors and the leaves have started their annual 

migration toward the ground. It is really a nice time of the year though, 

with the cool weather days which will become more frequent in the 

weeks ahead. So, if you haven’t done it already, get out and enjoy the 

nice fall weather before it slips away.  

I didn’t get in as much flying during the summer as I had wanted to, but I 

was able to get out to the field a good amount in September. My goal this 

year was to tune my two flybarless helicopters to get them flying comfortably for my type of 

flying, which is slow, but still very aerobatic. This involved a lot of adjustments to the 

electronics between flights, but also involved some mechanical adjustments too. With all the 

possible combinations of settings in the electronics, I believe that I finally found a spot where 

they feel about right for me. The way they fly now is a real noticeable improvement from earlier 

this year. I just need to get out and fly them more and not have any mishaps with them this fall. 

Indoor flying will start up again in late October at the East Junior High in Wisconsin Rapids. It 

will be held on Friday evenings as in the past years on the dates listed in this newsletter. 



Last season there was some uncertainty that 

the gym may not be available for another 

year, but it now appears that we will get to 

have the gym for the 2019-2020 season. The 

rules are the same as last year, and the cost 

will still be the same at $5 per pilot, and 

spectators are free. You must be an AMA 

member to fly at the gym, but do not have to 

be a member of The River Valley Flyers 

club.   

Last month, the subject of flight line safety 

at the field was briefly discussed. Although 

we do not have any safety issues that are 

outstanding at the current time, we need to 

remind ourselves to always be diligent about 

flying in a safe and courteous manner while 

out there. We all will abide by both the 

AMA and club flying site safety rules when 

we fly. They are posted on the frequency 

board at the field. This is a just good 

reminder that we need to always be on top 

of things when it comes to flying in a safe 

and courteous manner.  

With 2020 just a few months away, we need         

to start looking at where our club will want 

go in the new year. We need to look at what 

goals we’ll want to set for 2020, and how to 

go about accomplishing them. The fall is 

also when we choose new club leaders for 

the upcoming year. These club officer 

positions are an important part of keeping 

the club functioning, and maintaining our 

flying site for another year. Your help is 

needed in filling these positions for 2020. 

Please consider helping fill these important 

club positions for the club. 

That’s all I have for now. The monthly club 

meetings will now move back inside until 

next summer, so this means we’ll meet at 

Hardees in Wisconsin Rapids on October 

2nd, see you then. 

 

Don 

 

 

 

A Bit from Our Safety Officer 

Hello fellow aviators, 

This month I’m taking a break from harping 

on Safety related issues and just providing 

you with some interesting things to ponder 

while you are at the flying field picking up 

the pieces of what used to be your favorite 

airplane. 

-A fool and his money are soon flying more 

airplane than he can handle. Yep, even 

model airplanes! 

-Model Airplanes are near perfect; all they 

lack is the ability to forgive. I know this for 

a fact and have the pieces to prove it. 

-Always fly your airplane until it stops 

moving, hopefully where you intended it to 

be! 

-Always remember to fly your airplane with 

your head, not your hands. 

-Better to hit the far fence at five MPH than 

the close fence at approach speed. This also 

applies to our storage shed and/or the weeds 

surrounding the field. 

-Good habits deteriorate over time. Y’all be 

careful now or complacency will get you a 

smashed-up airplane. 

-Most airplane accidents are because the 

pilot did too much too soon, followed very 

quickly by too little too late. This is true 

whether full scale or model! 

-There are two kinds of airplanes, those you 

fly and those that fly you. I think most of us 

are in the latter of this grouping. 

-The worst day of flying still beats the best 

day of real work. And being retired so as to 

have time for flying is even better. 

-To invent an airplane is nothing. (Well 

actually I do disagree with that part of this 

statement.) To build it is something. To fly it 

is everything. Even model airplanes can be 

very challenging to fly, especially on that 

first flight! 

 



-Truly superior pilots are those who use 

their superior judgment to avoid those 

situations where they might have to use their 

superior skills. And this also applies to 

model airplanes. 

-Fly safe now and always come home from 

the field with your flying machine intact, 

Larry Chamberlin  

Safety Officer 

RVFRC 

 

 

Indoor Flying 2019-2020  
 

Our weather sure has been up and down this 

summer when it comes to be able to fly or 

not at the field. Indoor flying will be starting 

in a couple of weeks, and the weather will 

be the same from event to event.  

Here is the Indoor Flying schedule for the 

2019-2020 season. 

Oct. 25, 2019 

Nov. 8, 15, 22, 2019 

Dec. 6, 13, 20, 2019 

Jan. 3, 10, 24, 2020 

Feb. 7, 21, 28, 2020 

Mar. 13, 20, 2020 

April 3, 2020 

It will again be at the East Jr. High School 

field house in Wisconsin Rapids from 7PM-

10:30PM. Same as last year. 

Roger Denne'e 

RVF Indoor Flying Cordinator 

 

Covering Techniques with Iron 

on Coverings 

Written by Jerry Smith 

 

After you have built your airplane, it’s time 

to cover it. Some builders prefer to stick to 

cloth and paint it. That is a lot of work and 

takes a different skill. The modern, iron-on 

covering material I am going to discuss 

takes only one skill: to properly apply it. 

Color and finish are included! 

To some, covering an airplane is a daunting 

task, although others enjoy it.  The 

completed job, depending on your level of 

perfection, differs between builders. 

The covering we have available today is a 

marvelous technology, requiring less work 

to achieve a beautiful model. 

Covering materials have different features 

with which to become acquainted. 

MonoKote is a Mylar-based material, glossy 

in finish, and it shrinks during heating. 

UltraCote, a polyester-based material, is less 

glossy and better resembles a painted finish. 

It shrinks as heat is applied and is more 

flexible. Lighter films such as Solite for 

smaller models are thinner, weigh less, and 

take less heat with different handling 

techniques. There are plenty of covering 

materials from which to choose, but all have 

different application characteristics. 

 

 
Tools of the trade. 



After you choose your covering material, if 

you are new to covering, read the 

instructions that come with the material. 

You will find some helpful information on 

its use including the temperatures to set your 

iron for sealing and shrinking. If you are 

using an iron sock on your covering iron as I 

always do, it will be necessary to elevate the 

temperature to improve heat transfer to the 

covering. It will also keep you from 

scratching and marring the finish. 

Before covering the airframe, I spend time 

shaping, filling cracks, and sanding. I 

actually spend more time doing this than 

building. I use 150-grit sandpaper for 

shaping, 220 grit for general sanding, and I 

finish sanding with 400-grit paper. This pays 

off when I apply the covering and the results 

will show in how nice it looks. It’s time well 

spent! I also vacuum the work surface and 

dust the part to be covered with a brush to 

remove any loose dirt and dust particles 

before covering. 

 

 

After shaping and sanding the airframe, dust it off using a 
vacuum with a brush. Make sure your work area is clean. 
Lay the part on the backside of the covering, trace 
around it with a magic marker, then cut it out leaving a 1-
inch margin for gripping and arranging. 

 

Covering materials are not cheap, so spend 

some time planning the use of your 

covering. I lay the part to be covered on the 

back side of the covering and draw around it 

with a marker. I trim it out, leaving a 1-inch 

margin for gripping and arranging during 

application. When doing this, keep in mind 

that the surface of the airframe that comes in 

contact with the material is the side of that 

part you are covering. If you get mixed up, 

the glue on the covering will be on the 

wrong side. 

 

Lay the part to be covered on the covering and center it. 
Note that the glue side of the covering is against the 
airframe. 

Spend time figuring out how to get the most 

out of your roll of material with the parts 

you are covering. Before covering my 

model, I choose a flat, easy-to-cover part 

such as a rudder or fin. This gives me a 

chance to get up to speed on what is 

involved and how to go about it. 

 

 

Tack the covering to the airframe according to the 
number of steps shown. Pull the covering taunt in the 
direction of each number as you go. This will arrange the 
covering with the fewest wrinkles. 

With your iron set at the sealing 

temperature, lay the material on the airframe 

and tack it in place on one corner, pulling it 

flat and then diagonally to the other corner 

and tacking it. Do the same for the other two 

corners and then in the middle on both sides. 

Then start from the center and seal the film 

to the edges. When it is sealed, trim off the 



excess material. Now seal the trimmed 

edges with a rolling action, ironing it down 

and around the edges. Make sure it is sealed 

well before you shrink the covering. 

 

 

After the flat part is trimmed and sealed around the 
edges, weigh it down on a flat surface to keep it from 
warping. Use a heat gun blowing the air over the surface, 
not into it. To control the heat, tip the gun at a downward 
angle for more heat and up for less heat. 

 

Before shrinking, I cover both sides of the 

part. I lay the part on a flat surface and 

weigh it down to keep it from warping 

during shrinking. Using a heat gun, I direct 

the heated air over the surface of the film, 

not directly into it. By tipping the gun down 

and up I can control the heat applied. Down 

is for more heat and up is for less heat. After 

the covering is tight and smooth, I turn my 

covering iron up to shrinking temperature. 

 

 

Lay the part on a flat surface and weigh it down. Turn the 
heat on your iron up to shrinking temperature. Now iron 
the covering to the airframe, guiding the iron in a circular 
motion over the covering. Seal and trim the edges, shrink 
it with a heat gun, then iron it down again using the same 
circular motion. 

Leaving the part weighed down on the flat 

surface, I go over the covering, sticking it 

down to the airframe. This is where that 

good sanding job will show up. Do the same 

on sheeted surfaces. The benefit will be a 

surface that is less likely to wrinkle in the 

sun. Sometimes I set the covered model out 

in the sun and leave it for a while. If any 

wrinkles occur, I iron them out. 

 

 
 
Right: When covering a sharp corner, iron the flange of 
covering from both directions leaving a tab at the corner. 
Trim off the tab flush with the corner with scissors. Then 
iron it down in both directions. 

Compound curves present a problem. You 

will often run into this on wingtips. The 

easier route is to cover the tips separately. If 

you do this and make the seam on the end 

rib neat, it will be difficult to see from 5 feet 

away. Other compound curves, such as 

around the nose of the model, can be 

handled by laying the covering on in 

sections and not doing it all at once and 

consider painting it another color. 

 

 

When you encounter a moderate radius corner, place the 
part on the workbench with the end hanging over. Weigh 
it down and use a heat gun to pull the covering around 
the corner. Use a glove to protect your fingers from the 
heat. 



Putting covering over covering presents a 

problem if the iron is too hot. The adhesive 

will begin to emit gas and cause bubbles. Do 

not try to do this in large areas. 

 

 

After shrinking the covering with a heat gun, it looks 
great, but you are not through. Note how nice the round 
corner looks. 

The graphics I put on my models are 

uncomplicated. I tend to stick to simple ones 

and not get carried away. 

I lay out the pattern on the back side of the 

covering and cut it out with a razor. I clean 

off the area where I am going to place the 

graphic with alcohol, and then spray on 

some Windex. I lay the trim in the Windex, 

sliding it around until it is aligned. I call this 

floating on the trim. 

 

 
Here is my recently finished Top Flight Contender. I 
covered it with UltraCote and panel lines in 1/16-inch 
black tape. Although it is a 1970 design, it is still one of 
my favorite flying airplanes. 

When I’m satisfied with its position, I 

squeegee off the excess Windex under the 

trim with a credit card, soaking it up with a 

paper towel as I go, getting rid of the air 

bubbles. I do this several times, removing all 

of the moisture, letting it set for a while, and 

then I seal it with a low-temperature iron—

approximately 200°. I have had the best luck 

with this method of adding trim. 

Covering your model takes time. Don’t be 

impatient. 

I hope I have imparted some information on 

this subject that will stick with you and help 

you achieve a better covering on your next 

model. Happy covering! 

 

 

Pictures from Summer Flying of 

2019 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 
 

 

Upcoming Area Events 
 

October 
 

10/06/2019 Oshkosh Wisconsin 

Winnebago RC Flyers Swap Meet /Auction 

Admission $5. Swap 8am till Noon. No 
table charge. Many raffle prizes. Limited 
food available. Soda and water available. 
Locate EAA Air Museum, then follow the 
“RC Event” signs to the Nature Center 
pavilion Contact dhable@new.rr.com  
 
10/27/2019 Wausau Wisconsin  

Swap Meet and Auction Location: St 
Matt/Faith Academy's School Gym, just 
South of the Hospital. Doors open at 8am 
to Noon, Auction 9-11:15am. Vendors, 
sales, swap, food & refreshments. Raffle at 
11:30am. $5 admission, 12 or under-Free. 
No table fees. 229 S 28th Ave, Wausau Wi 
 

November 
 

11/03/2019 Manitowoc Wisconsin 

Swap Meet and Auction Location: 4601 

Calumet Ave, Manitowoc Wi 54220 

Swap meet starts at 8:30 am and ends at 

11:30 am. Admission $5, 12 and under free. 

Doors open 7:30 am for anyone bringing 

items to sell. No table fees. 

www.calumetflyers for more details. 

 

 

River Valley Flyers October 

Monthly Meeting Notice: 

 

When: The October Monthly 

Meeting will be held this month 

on Wednesday October 2nd at 

6:30 P.M.  

 At Hardees at 1821 Eighth 

Street in Wisconsin Rapids 

mailto:dhable@new.rr.com
http://www.calumetflyers/

